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**RULE 1.10: IMPUTATION OF CONFLICTS OF INTEREST: GENERAL RULE**

(a) While lawyers are associated in a firm, none of them shall knowingly represent a client when any one of them practicing alone would be prohibited from doing so by Rules 1.7 or 1.9, unless

(1) the prohibition is based on a personal interest of the disqualified lawyer and does not present a significant risk of materially limiting the representation of the client by the remaining lawyers in the firm; or

(2) the prohibition is based upon Rule 1.9(a) or (b) and arises out of the disqualified lawyer’s association with a prior firm, and

(i) the disqualified lawyer is timely screened from any participation in the matter and is apportioned no part of the fee therefrom;

(ii) written notice is promptly given to any affected former client to enable the former client to ascertain compliance with the provisions of this Rule, which shall include a description of the screening procedures employed; a statement of the firm’s and of the screened lawyer's compliance with these Rules; a statement that review may be available before a tribunal; and an agreement by the firm to respond promptly to any written inquiries or objections by the former client about the screening procedures; and

(iii) certifications of compliance with these Rules and with the screening procedures are provided to the former client by the screened lawyer and by a partner of the firm, at reasonable intervals upon the former client’s written request and upon termination of the screening procedures.

(b) When a lawyer has terminated an association with a firm, the firm is not prohibited from thereafter representing a person with interests materially adverse to those of a client represented by the formerly associated lawyer and not currently represented by the firm, unless:

(1) the matter is the same or substantially related to that in which the formerly associated lawyer represented the client; and

(2) any lawyer remaining in the firm has information
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protected by Rules 1.6 and 1.9(c) that is material to the matter.
(c) A disqualification prescribed by this rule may be waived by the
affected client under the conditions stated in Rule 1.7.
(d) The disqualification of lawyers associated in a firm with
former or current government lawyers is governed by Rule 1.11.

Comments

Definition of “Firm”
[1] For purposes of the Rules of Professional Conduct, the term “firm” denotes
lawyers in a law partnership, professional corporation, sole proprietorship or
other association authorized to practice law; or lawyers employed in a legal
services organization or the legal department of a corporation or other
organization. See Rule 1.0(c). Whether to or more lawyers constitute a firm
within this definition can depend upon the specific facts. See Rule 1.10,

Principles of Imputed Disqualification
[2] The rule of imputed disqualification stated in paragraph (a) gives effect to
the principle of loyalty to the client as it applies to lawyers who practice in a
law firm. Such situations can be considered from the premise that a firm of
lawyers is essentially one lawyer for purposes of the rules governing loyalty to
the client, or from the premise that each lawyer is vicariously bound by the
obligation of loyalty owed by each lawyer with whom the lawyer is associated.
Paragraph (a)(1) operates only among the lawyers currently associated in a
firm. When a lawyer moves from one firm to another, the situation is governed
by Rules 1.9(b) and 1.10(a)(2) and 1.10(b).
[3] The rule in paragraph (a) does not prohibit representation whether neither
questions of client loyalty nor protection of confidential information are
presented. Where one lawyer in a firm could not effectively represent a given
client because of strong political beliefs, for example, but that lawyer will do
no work on the case and the personal beliefs of the lawyer will not materially
limit the representation by others in the firm, the firm should not be
disqualified. On the other hand, if an opposing party in a case were owned by a
lawyer in the law firm, and others in the firm would be materially limited in
pursuing the matter because of loyalty to that lawyer, the personal
disqualification of the lawyer would be imputed to all others in the firm.
[4] The rule in paragraph (a) also does not prohibit representation by others in
the law firm where the person prohibited from involvement in a matter is a
nonlawyer, such as a paralegal or legal secretary. Nor does paragraph (a)
prohibit representation if the lawyer is prohibited from acting because of events
before the person became a lawyer, for example, work that the person did as a
law student. Such persons, however, ordinarily must be screened from any
personal participation in the matter to avoid communication to others in the
firm of confidential information that both the nonlawyers and the firm have a
legal duty to protect. See Rules 1.0(k) and 5.3.
[5] Rule 1.10(b) operates to permit a law firm, under certain circumstances, to
represent a person with interests directly adverse to those of a client
represented by a lawyer for formerly was associated with the firm. The Rule
applies regardless of when the formerly associated lawyer represented the client. However, the law firm may not represent a person with interests adverse to those of a present client of the firm, which would violate Rule 1.7. Moreover, the firm may not represent the person where the matter is the same or substantially related to that in which the formerly associated lawyer represented the client and any other lawyer currently in the firm has material information protected by Rules 1.6 and 1.9(c).

[6] Rule 1.10(c) removes imputation with the informed consent of the affected client or former client under the conditions stated in Rule 1.7. The conditions stated in Rule 1.7 require the lawyer to determine that the representation is not prohibited by Rule 1.7(b) and that each affected client or former client has given informed consent to the representation, confirmed in writing. In some cases, the risk may be so severe that the conflict may not be cured by client consent. For a discussion of the effectiveness of client waivers of conflicts that might arise in the future, see Rule 1.7, Comment [22]. For a definition of informed consent, see Rule 1.0(e).

[7] Rule 1.10(a)(2) similarly removes the imputation otherwise required by Rule 1.10(a), but unlike section (c), it does so without requiring that there be informed consent by the former client. Instead, it requires that the procedures laid out in sections (a)(2)(i)-(iii) be followed. A description of effective screening mechanisms appears in Rule 1.0(k). Lawyers should be aware, however, that, even where screening mechanisms have been adopted, tribunals may consider additional factors in ruling upon motions to disqualify a lawyer from pending litigation.

[8] Paragraph (a)(2)(i) does not prohibit the screened lawyer from receiving a salary or partnership share established by prior independent agreement, but that lawyer may not receive compensation directly related to the matter in which the lawyer is disqualified.

[9] The notice required by paragraph (a)(2)(ii) generally should include a description of the screened lawyer’s prior representation and be given as soon as practicable after the need for screening becomes apparent. It also should include a statement by the screened lawyer and the firm that the client’s material confidential information has not been disclosed or used in violation of the Rules. The notice is intended to enable the former client to evaluate and comment upon the effectiveness of the screening procedures.

[10] The certifications required by paragraph (a)(2)(iii) give the former client assurance that the client’s material confidential information has not been disclosed or used inappropriately, either prior to timely implementation of a screen or thereafter. If compliance cannot be certified, the certificate must describe the failure to comply.

[11] Where a lawyer has joined a private firm after having represented the government, imputation is governed under Rule 1.11(b) and (c), not this Rule. Under Rule 1.11(d), where a lawyer represents the government after having served clients in private practice, nongovernmental employment or in another government agency, former client conflicts are not imputed to government lawyers associated with the individually disqualified lawyer.
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| AL Effective 2/19/09 | (a) Adds reference to Rules 1.8(a) through (k) and 2.2; deletes “unless” and all subsections thereafter
Adds as (b):
When a lawyer becomes associated with a firm, the firm may not knowingly represent a person in the same or a substantially related matter in which that lawyer, or a firm with which the lawyer was associated, had previously represented a client whose interests are materially adverse to that person and about whom the lawyer had acquired information protected by Rules 1.6 and 1.9(b) that is material to the matter.
AL Rules (c) is identical to MR (b)
AL Rules (d) is identical to MR (c)
AL Rules does not adopt MR (d)
Comments:
First part of first section, “Definition of Firm,” is similar to MR Comment [1], but with changes in wording.
Replaces section, “Definition of Firm,” with:
For purposes of the Rules of Professional Conduct, the term “firm” includes lawyers in a private firm, and lawyers employed in the legal department of a corporation or other organization, or in a legal services organization. Whether two or more lawyers constitute a firm within this definition can depend on the specific facts. For example, two practitioners who share office space and occasionally consult or assist each other ordinarily would not be regarded as constituting a firm. However, if they present themselves to the public in a way suggesting that they are a firm or conduct themselves as a firm, they should be regarded as a firm for purposes of the Rules. The terms of any formal agreement between associated lawyers are relevant in determining whether they are a firm, as is the fact that they have mutual access to confidential information concerning the clients they serve. Furthermore, it is relevant in doubtful cases to consider the underlying purpose of the rule that is involved. A group of lawyers could be regarded as a firm for purposes of the rule that the same lawyer should not represent opposing parties in litigation, while it might not be so regarded for purposes of the rule that information acquired by one lawyer is attributed to another. With respect to the law department of an organization, there is ordinarily no question that the members of the department constitute a |

[12] Where a lawyer is prohibited from engaging in certain transactions under Rule 1.8, paragraph (k) of that Rule, and not this Rule, determines whether that prohibition also applies to other lawyers associated in a firm with the personally prohibited lawyer.

* * *

Variations from ABA Model Rule are noted. Based on reports of state committees reviewing recent changes to the model rules. For information on individual state committee reports, see http://www.abanet.org/cpr/pic/
firm within the meaning of the Rules of Professional Conduct. However, there can be uncertainty as to the identity of the client. For example, it may not be clear whether the law department of a corporation represents a subsidiary or an affiliated corporation, as well as the corporation by which the members of the department are directly employed. A similar question can arise concerning an unincorporated association and its local affiliates.

Similar questions can also arise with respect to lawyers in legal aid. Lawyers employed in the same unit of a legal service organization constitute a firm, but not necessarily those employed in separate units. As in the case of independent practitioners, whether the lawyers should be treated as associated with each other can depend on the particular rule that is involved, and on the specific facts of the situation.

Where a lawyer has joined a private firm after having represented the government, the situation is governed by Rule 1.11(a) and (b); where a lawyer represents the government after having served private clients, the situation is governed by Rule 1.11(c)(1). The individual lawyer involved is bound by the Rules generally, including Rules 1.6, 1.7, and 1.9.

Different provisions are thus made for movement of a lawyer from one private firm to another and for movement of a lawyer between a private firm and the government. The government is entitled to protection of its client confidences, and therefore to the protections provided in Rules 1.6, 1.9, and 1.11. However, if the more extensive disqualification in Rule 1.10 were applied to former government lawyers, the potential effect on the government would be unduly burdensome. The government deals with all private citizens and organizations, and thus has a much wider circle of adverse legal interests than does any private law firm. In these circumstances, the government's recruitment of lawyers would be seriously impaired if Rule 1.10 were applied to the government. On balance, therefore, the government is better served in the long run by the protections stated in Rule 1.11."


Does not adopt Comments [3] through [12].

Adds Section: “Lawyers Moving Between Firms:”

When lawyers have been associated in a firm but then end their association, however, the problem is more complicated. The fiction that the law firm is the same as a single lawyer is no longer wholly realistic. There are several competing considerations. First, the client previously represented must be reasonably assured that the principle of loyalty to the client is not compromised. Second, the rule of disqualification should not be so broadly cast as to preclude other persons from having reasonable choice of legal counsel.
Third, the rule of disqualification should not unreasonably hamper lawyers from forming new associations and taking on new clients after having left a previous association. In this connection, it should be recognized that today many lawyers practice in firms, that many to some degree limit their practice to one field or another, and that many move from one association to another several times in their careers. If the concept of imputed disqualification were defined with unqualified rigor, the result would be radical curtailment of the opportunity of lawyers to move from one practice setting to another and of the opportunity of clients to change counsel. Reconciliation of these competing principles in the past has been attempted under two rubrics. One approach has been to seek per se rules of disqualification. For example, it has been held that a partner in a law firm is conclusively presumed to have access to all confidences concerning all clients of the firm. Under this analysis, if a lawyer has been a partner in one law firm and then becomes a partner in another law firm, there is a presumption that all confidences known by a partner in the first firm are known to all partners in the second firm. This presumption might properly be applied in some circumstances, especially where the client has been extensively represented, but may be unrealistic where the client was represented only for limited purposes. Furthermore, such a rigid rule exaggerates the difference between a partner and an associate in modern law firms.

The other rubric formerly used for dealing with vicarious disqualification is the appearance of impropriety proscribed in Canon 9 of the ABA former Code of Professional Responsibility. This rubric has a twofold problem. First, the appearance of impropriety can be taken to include any new client-lawyer relationship that might make a former client feel anxious. If that meaning were adopted, disqualification would become little more than a question of subjective judgment by the former client. Second, since “impropriety” is undefined, the term “appearance of impropriety” is question begging. It therefore has to be recognized that the problem of imputed disqualification cannot be properly resolved either by simple analogy to a lawyer practicing alone or by the very general concept of appearance of impropriety.

A rule based on a functional analysis is more appropriate for determining the question of vicarious disqualification. Two functions are involved: preserving confidentiality and avoiding positions adverse to a client.

Adds Section: “Confidentiality:”
Preserving confidentiality is a question of access to information. Access to information, in turn, is essentially a question of fact in particular circumstances, aided by inferences, deductions or working presumptions that reasonably may be made about the way in which lawyers work together. A lawyer may have general access to files of all clients of a law firm and may regularly participate in discussions of their affairs; it should be inferred that such a lawyer in fact is privy to all information about all the firm’s clients. In contrast, another lawyer may have access to the files of only a limited number of clients and participate in discussion of the affairs of no other clients; in the
absence of information to the contrary, it should be inferred that such a lawyer in fact is privy to information about the clients actually served but not those of other clients.

Application of paragraphs (b) and (c) depends on a situation's particular facts. In any such inquiry, the burden of proof should rest upon the firm whose disqualification is sought.

Paragraphs (b) and (c) operate to disqualify the firm only when the lawyer involved has actual knowledge of information protected by Rules 1.6 and 1.9(b). Thus, if a lawyer while with one firm acquired no knowledge of information relating to a particular client of the firm, and that lawyer later joined another firm, neither the lawyer individually nor the second firm is disqualified from representing another client in the same or a related matter even though the interests of the two clients conflict.

Independent of the question of disqualification of a firm, a lawyer changing professional association has a continuing duty to preserve confidentiality of information about a client formerly represented. See Rules 1.6 and 1.9.

Adds Section: “Adverse Positions:”

The second aspect of loyalty to client is the lawyer's obligation to decline subsequent representations involving positions adverse to a former client arising in substantially related matters. This obligation requires abstention from adverse representation by the individual lawyer involved, but does not properly entail abstention of other lawyers through imputed disqualification. Hence, this aspect of the problem is governed by Rule 1.9(a). Thus, if a lawyer left one firm for another, the new affiliation would not preclude the firms involved from continuing to represent clients with adverse interests in the same or related matters, so long as the conditions of paragraphs (b) and (c) concerning confidentiality have been met.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AK</th>
<th>Effective 4/15/09</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Combines (a) and (a)(1), and deletes (a)(2), and paragraphs (i), (ii), and (iii). (b)(2) Adds to end of paragraph: “or the firm retains records containing such information.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AZ</th>
<th>*Amendment Effective 1/1/16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) While lawyers are associated in a firm, none of them shall knowingly represent a client when any one of them practicing alone would be prohibited from doing so by ERs 1.7 or 1.9, unless the prohibition is based on a personal interest of the prohibited lawyer and does not present a significant risk of materially limiting the representation of the client by the remaining lawyers in the firm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) When a lawyer has terminated an association with a firm, the firm is not prohibited from thereafter representing a person with interests materially adverse to those of a client represented by the formerly associated lawyer and not currently represented by the firm, unless:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| (1) the matter is the same or substantially related to that in which the formerly associated lawyer represented the client; and  
(2) any lawyer remaining in the firm has information protected by ERs 1.6 and 1.9(c) that is material to the matter. If the only such information is contained in documents or electronically stored information maintained by the firm, and the firm adopts screening procedures that are reasonably adequate to prevent access to such documents or electronically stored information by the remaining lawyers, those remaining lawyers will not be considered to have protected information within the meaning of this Rule.  
(c) A disqualification prescribed by this Rule may be waived by the affected client under the conditions stated in ER 1.7.  
(d) When a lawyer becomes associated with a firm, no lawyer associated in the firm shall knowingly represent a person in a matter in which that lawyer is disqualified under ER 1.9 unless:  
(1) the personally disqualified lawyer did not have primary responsibility for the matter that causes the disqualification under Rule 1.9;  
(2) the personally disqualified lawyer is timely screened from any participation in the matter and is apportioned no part of the fee therefrom;  
(3) written notice is promptly given to any affected former client to enable it to ascertain compliance with the provisions of this Rule, including a description of the particular screening procedures adopted; when they were adopted; a statement by the personally disqualified lawyer and the new firm that the former client’s material confidential information has not been disclosed or used in violation of the Rules; and an agreement by the new firm to respond promptly to any written inquiries or objections by the former client about the screening procedure; and  
(4) the personally disqualified lawyer and the new firm reasonably believe that the steps taken to accomplish the screening of material confidential information will be effective in preventing such information from being disclosed to the new firm and its client.  
(e) The disqualification of lawyers associated in a firm with former or current government lawyers is governed by ER 1.11. |

**AR**
| Effective 5/1/05 |
| Combines (a) and (a)(1), and deletes (a)(2), and paragraphs (i), (ii), and (iii).  
Comments:  
Adopts ABA Model Rules Comments; Adds:  
[9] The duty to avoid the appearance of impropriety discussed in Comment [37] to Rule 1.7 is likewise applicable to Rule 1.9 and Rule 1.10. |

**CA**
| Effective 11/1/2018 |
| (a)(1): replaces “disqualified” with “prohibited”  
Adds new (2)(i): the prohibited lawyer did not substantially participate in the same or a substantially related matter  
(2)(ii) is MR (2)(i) |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Effective Date</th>
<th>Changes in Rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>1/1/08</td>
<td>Deletes (a)(2), (i), (ii), (iii), and (b)-(d) Adds: (e) When a lawyer becomes associated with a firm, no lawyer associated in the firm shall knowingly represent a person in a matter in which that lawyer is disqualified under Rule 1.9 unless: (1) the matter is not one in which the personally disqualified lawyer substantially participated; (2) the personally disqualified lawyer is timely screened from any participation in the matter and is apportioned no part of the fee therefrom; (3) the personally disqualified lawyer gives prompt written notice (which shall contain a general description of the personally disqualified lawyer’s prior representation and the screening procedures to be employed) to the affected former clients and the former clients’ current lawyers, if known to the personally disqualified lawyer, to enable the former clients to ascertain compliance with the provisions of this Rule; and (4) the personally disqualified lawyer and the partners of the firm with which the personally disqualified lawyer is now associated reasonably believe that the steps taken to accomplish the screening of material information are likely to be effective in preventing material information from being disclosed to the firm and its client. Comments: Adopts [1] through [6], as well as [11] (Comment [7] in State Rules) and [12] (Comment [8] in State Rules).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>7/24/12, Effective 1/1/13</td>
<td>Same as MR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>7/1/03</td>
<td>Combines (a) and (a)(1), and deletes (a)(2), and paragraphs (i), (ii), and (iii). (a): adds at the beginning: &quot;Except as otherwise provided in this rule, ..... adds new (c) to provide for screening - identical to E2k’s proposal: (c) When a lawyer becomes associated with a firm, no lawyer associated in the firm shall knowingly represent a client in a matter in which that lawyer is disqualified under Rule 1.9 unless: (1) the personally disqualified lawyer is timely screened form any participation in the matter and is apportioned no part of the fee therefrom; and (2) written notice is promptly given to the affected former client.&quot; MR (c) and (d) renumbered to (d) and (e).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comments:
DE Rules adds Comments [6], [7] and [8]:

[6] Where the conditions of paragraph (c) are met, imputation is removed, and consent to the new representation is not required. Lawyers should be aware, however, that courts may impose more stringent obligations in ruling upon motions to disqualify a lawyer from pending litigation.

[7] Requirements for screening procedures are stated in Rule 1.0(k). Paragraph (c)(2) does not prohibit the screened lawyer from receiving a salary or partnership share established by prior independent agreement, but that lawyer may not receive compensation directly related to the matter in which the lawyer is disqualified.

[8] Notice, including a description of the screened lawyer’s prior representation and of the screening procedures employed, generally should be given as soon as practicable after the need for screening becomes apparent.


DE Rules does not adopt MR Comments [7], [8], [9], [10].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District of Columbia</th>
<th>Title: changes “Imputation of Conflicts of Interest” to “Imputed Disqualification”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*Amendments effective 10/27/2015</td>
<td>(a)(1): changes “materially limiting” to “adversely affecting”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a)(2): the representation is permitted by Rules 1.11, 1.12, or 1.18, or by paragraph (b) of this rule.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) (1) Except as provided in subparagraphs (2) and (3), when a lawyer becomes associated with a firm, the firm may not knowingly represent a person in a matter which is the same as, or substantially related to, a matter with respect to which the lawyer had previously represented a client whose interests are materially adverse to that person and about whom the lawyer has in fact acquired information protected by Rule 1.6 that is material to the matter. (2) The firm is not disqualified by this paragraph if the lawyer participated in a previous representation or acquired information under the circumstances covered by Rule 1.6(h) or Rule 1.18. (3) The firm is not disqualified by this paragraph if the prohibition is based upon Rule 1.9 and (A) the disqualified lawyer is screened from the matter and is apportioned no part of the fee therefrom; and (B) written notice is promptly given by the firm and the lawyer to any affected former client of the screened lawyer, such notice to include a description of the screening procedures employed and a statement of compliance with these Rules.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D.C. Rules (c) is identical to MR (b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D.C. Rules (d) is identical to MR (c)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Adds (e): A lawyer who, while affiliated with a firm, is made available to assist the Office of the Attorney General of the District of Columbia in providing legal services to that agency is not considered to be associated in a firm for purposes of paragraph (a), provided, however, that no such lawyer shall represent the Office of the Attorney General with respect to a matter in which the lawyer's firm appears on behalf of an adversary.

Adds (f): If a client of the firm requests in writing that the fact and subject matter of a representation subject to paragraph (b) not be disclosed by submitting the written notice referred to in subparagraph (b)(3)(B), such notice shall be prepared concurrently with undertaking the representation and filed with Disciplinary Counsel under seal. If at any time thereafter the fact and subject matter of the representation are disclosed to the public or become a part of the public record, the written notice previously prepared shall be promptly submitted as required by subparagraph (b)(3)(B).

Comment

Definition of “Firm”

[1] Whether two or more lawyers constitute a firm within this definition can depend on the specific facts. See Rule 1.0(c). For purposes of this rule, the term “firm” includes lawyers in a private firm and lawyers employed in the legal department of a corporation, legal services organization, or other organization, but does not include a government agency or other government entity. For example, two practitioners who share office space and occasionally consult or assist each other ordinarily would not be regarded as constituting a firm. However, if they present themselves to the public in a way suggesting that they are a firm or conduct themselves as a firm, they should be regarded as a firm for purposes of the Rules. The terms of any formal agreement between associated lawyers are relevant in determining whether they are a firm, as is the fact that they have mutual access to confidential information concerning the clients they serve. Furthermore, it is relevant in doubtful cases to consider the underlying purpose of the Rule that is involved. A group of lawyers could be regarded as a firm for purposes of the Rule that the same lawyer should not represent opposing parties in litigation, while it might not be so regarded for purposes of the Rule that information acquired by one lawyer is attributed to another.

[2] There is ordinarily no question that the members of the law department of an organization constitute a firm within the meaning of the Rules of Professional Conduct, but there can be uncertainty as to the identity of the client. For example, it may not be clear whether the law department of a corporation represents a subsidiary or an affiliated corporation, as well as the corporation by which the members of the department are directly employed. A similar question can arise concerning an unincorporated association and its local affiliates.
[3] Similar questions can also arise with respect to lawyers in legal aid organizations. Lawyers employed in the same unit of a legal service organization constitute a firm, but not necessarily those employed in separate units. As in the case of independent practitioners, whether the lawyers should be treated as associated with each other can depend on the particular Rule that is involved, and on the specific facts of the situation.

**Principles of Imputed Disqualification**

[4] The rule of imputed disqualification stated in paragraph (a) gives effect to the principle of loyalty to the client as it applies to lawyers who practice in a law firm. Such situations can be considered from the premise that a firm of lawyers is essentially one lawyer for purposes of the Rules governing loyalty to the client, or from the premise that each lawyer is vicariously bound by the obligation of loyalty owed by each lawyer with whom the lawyer is associated. Paragraph (a) operates only among the lawyers currently associated in a firm. When a lawyer moves from one firm to another, the situation is governed by paragraph (b) or (c).

[5] Where an individual lawyer is prohibited from engaging in certain transactions under Rule 1.8, paragraph (j) of that Rule, and not this Rule, governs whether that prohibition applies also to other lawyers in a firm with which that lawyer is associated. For issues involving prospective clients, see Rule 1.18.

[6] Where a lawyer has joined a private firm after having represented the government, the situation is governed by Rule 1.11.

**Exception for Personal Interest of the Disqualified Lawyer**

[7] The rule in paragraph (a) does not prohibit representation by the firm where neither questions of client loyalty nor protection of confidential information are presented. Where an individual lawyer could not effectively represent a given client because of an interest described in Rule 1.7(b)(4), but that lawyer will do no work on the matter and the disqualifying interest of the lawyer will not adversely affect the representation by others in the firm, the firm should not be disqualified. For example, a lawyer’s strong political beliefs may disqualify the lawyer from representing a client, but the firm should not be disqualified if the lawyer’s beliefs will not adversely affect the representation by others in the firm. Similarly, representation of a client by the firm would not be precluded merely because the client’s adversary is a person with whom one of the firm’s lawyers has longstanding personal or social ties or is represented by a lawyer in another firm who is closely related to one of the firm’s lawyers. See Rule 1.7, Comment [12] and Rule 1.8(h), Comment [7], respectively. Nor would representation by the firm be precluded merely because one of its lawyers is seeking possible employment with an opponent (e.g., U.S. Attorney’s Office) or with a law firm representing the opponent of a firm client.
Lawyers Moving Between Firms

[8] When lawyers move between firms or when lawyers have been associated in a firm but then end their association, the fiction that the law firm is the same as a single lawyer is no longer wholly realistic. There are several competing considerations. First, the client previously represented must be reasonably assured that the principle of loyalty to the client is not compromised. Second, the rule of disqualification should not be so broadly cast as to preclude other persons from having reasonable choice of legal counsel. Third, the rule of disqualification should not unreasonably hamper lawyers from forming new associations and taking on new clients after having left a previous association, or unreasonably hamper the former firm from representing a client with interests adverse to those of a former client who was represented by a lawyer who has terminated an association with the firm. In this connection, it should be recognized that today many lawyers practice in firms, that many to some degree limit their practice to one field or another, and that many move from one association to another several times in their careers. If the concept of imputed disqualification were defined with unqualified rigor, the result would be radical curtailment of the opportunity of lawyers to move from one practice setting to another and of the opportunity of clients to change counsel.

[9] Reconciliation of these competing principles in the past has been attempted under two rubrics. One approach has been to seek per se rules of disqualification. For example, it has been held that a partner in a law firm is conclusively presumed to have access to all confidences concerning all clients of the firm. Under this analysis, if a lawyer has been a partner in one law firm and then becomes a partner in another law firm, there is a presumption that all confidences known by a partner in the first firm are known to all partners in the second firm. This presumption might properly be applied in some circumstances, especially where the client has been extensively represented, but may be unrealistic where the client was represented only for limited purposes. Furthermore, such a rigid rule exaggerates the difference between a partner and an associate in modern law firms.

[10] The other rubric formerly used for dealing with vicarious disqualification is the appearance of impropriety proscribed in Canon 9 of the Code of Professional Responsibility. Applying this rubric presents two problems. First, the appearance of impropriety can be taken to include any new client lawyer relationship that might make a former client feel anxious. If that meaning were adopted, disqualification would become little more than a question of subjective judgment by the former client. Second, since “impropriety” is undefined, the term “appearance of impropriety” is question-begging. It therefore has to be recognized that the problem of imputed disqualification cannot be properly resolved either by simple analogy to a lawyer practicing alone or by the very general concept of appearance of impropriety.

[11] A rule based on a functional analysis is more appropriate for determining the question of vicarious disqualification. Two functions are involved: preserving confidentiality and avoiding positions adverse to a client.
Confidentiality

[12] Preserving confidentiality is a question of access to information. Access to information, in turn, is essentially a question of fact in particular circumstances, aided by inferences, deductions, or working presumptions that reasonably may be made about the way in which lawyers work together. A lawyer may have general access to files of all clients of a law firm and may regularly participate in discussions of their affairs; it should be inferred that such a lawyer in fact is privy to all information about all the firm’s clients. In contrast, another lawyer may have access to the files of only a limited number of clients and participate in discussion of the affairs of no other clients; in the absence of information to the contrary, it should be inferred that such a lawyer in fact is privy to information about the clients actually served but not those of other clients.

[13] Application of paragraphs (b) and (c) depends on a situation’s particular facts. In any such inquiry, the burden of proof should rest upon the firm whose disqualification is sought.

[14] The provisions of paragraphs (b) and (c) which refer to possession of protected information operate to disqualify the firm only when the lawyer involved has actual knowledge of information protected by Rule 1.6. Thus, if a lawyer while with one firm acquired no knowledge of information relating to a particular client of the firm, and that lawyer later joined another firm, neither the lawyer individually nor the second firm is disqualified from representing another client in the same or a substantially related matter even though the interests of the two clients conflict.

[15] Independent of the question of disqualification of a firm, a lawyer changing professional association has a continuing duty to preserve confidentiality of information about a client formerly represented. See Rule 1.6.

Adverse Positions

[16] The second aspect of loyalty to a client is the lawyer’s obligation to decline subsequent representations involving positions adverse to a former client arising in the same or substantially related matters. This obligation requires abstention from adverse representations by the individual lawyer involved, and may also entail abstention of other lawyers through imputed disqualification. Hence, this aspect of the problem is governed by the principles of Rule 1.9. Thus, under paragraph (b), if a lawyer left one firm for another, the new affiliation would preclude the lawyer’s new firm from continuing to represent clients with interests materially adverse to those of the lawyer’s former clients in the same or substantially related matters. In this respect paragraph (b) is at odds with – and thus must be understood to reject – the dicta expressed in the “second” hypothetical in the second paragraph of footnote 5 of Brown v. District of Columbia Board of Zoning Adjustment, 486 A.2d 37, 42 n. 5 (D.C. 1984) (en banc), premised on LaSalle National Bank v. County of Lake, 703 F.2d 252, 257-59 (7th Cir. 1983). An exception to paragraph (b) is
provided by subparagraph (b)(3).

[17] The concept of “former client” as used in paragraph (b) extends only to actual representation of the client by the newly affiliated lawyer while that lawyer was employed by the former firm. Thus, not all of the clients of the former firm during the newly affiliated lawyer’s practice there are necessarily deemed former clients of the newly affiliated lawyer. Only those clients with whom the newly affiliated lawyer in fact personally had a lawyer client relationship are former clients within the terms of paragraph (b).

[18] The last sentence of paragraph subparagraph (b)(2) limits the imputation rule in certain limited circumstances. Those circumstances involve situations in which any secrets or confidences obtained were received before the lawyer had become a member of the Bar, but during a time when such person was providing assistance to another lawyer. The typical situation is that of the part time or summer law clerk, or so called summer associate. Other types of assistance to a lawyer, such as working as a paralegal or legal assistant, could also fall within the scope of this sentence. The limitation on the imputation rule is similar to the provision dealing with judicial law clerks under Rule 1.11(b). Not applying the imputation rule reflects a policy choice that imputation in such circumstances could unduly impair the mobility of persons employed in such nonlawyer positions once they become members of the Bar. The personal disqualification of the former non-lawyer is not affected, and the lawyer who previously held the non-legal job may not be involved in any representation with respect to which the firm would have been disqualified but for the last sentence of paragraph subparagraph (b)(2). Rule 1.6(h) provides that the former nonlawyer is subject to the requirements of Rule 1.6 (regarding protection of client confidences and secrets) just as if the person had been a member of the Bar when employed in the prior position.

[19] Under certain circumstances, paragraph (c) permits a law firm to represent a person with interests directly adverse to those of a client represented by a lawyer who formerly was associated with the firm. The Rule applies regardless of when the formerly associated lawyer represented the client. The firm, however, may not represent a person in a matter adverse to a current client of the firm, which would violate Rule 1.7. Moreover, the firm may not represent the person where the matter is the same as, or substantially related to, that in which the formerly associated lawyer represented the client and any other lawyer currently in the firm has material information protected by Rule 1.6.

[20] Subparagraph (b)(3) removes the imputation otherwise required by paragraphs 1.10(a) and (b), but does so without requiring informed consent by the former client of the lawyer changing firms. Instead, it requires that the procedures set out in subparagraphs (b)(3)(A) and (B) be followed. The term “screened” is defined in Rule 1.0(l) and explained in comments [4]-[6] to Rule 1.0. Lawyers should be aware, however, that even where subparagraph 1.10(b)(3) has been followed, tribunals in other jurisdictions may consider additional factors in ruling upon motions to disqualify lawyers from pending litigation. Establishing a screen under this rule does not constitute dropping an existing client in favor of another client. Cf. D.C. Legal Ethics Op. 272 (1997)
(permitting lawyer to drop occasional client for whom lawyer is handling no current projects in order to accept conflicting representation).

[21] Subparagraph (b)(3)(A) does not prohibit the screened lawyer from receiving a salary or partnership share established by prior independent agreement, but that lawyer may not receive compensation directly related to the matter from which the screened lawyer is disqualified. See D.C. Legal Ethics Op. 279 (1998).

[22] The written notice required by subparagraph (b)(3)(B) generally should include a description of the screened lawyer’s prior representation and an undertaking by the new law firm to respond promptly to any written inquiries or objections by the former client regarding the screening procedures. The notice should be provided as soon as practicable after the need for screening becomes apparent. It also should include a statement by the screened lawyer and the new firm that the screened lawyer’s former client’s confidential information has not been disclosed or used in violation of the Rules. The notice is intended to enable the screened lawyer’s former client to evaluate and comment upon the effectiveness of the screening procedures. Nothing in this rule is intended to restrict the firm and the screened lawyer’s former client from agreeing to different screening procedures but those set out herein are sufficient to comply with the rule.

[23] Paragraph (f) makes it clear that a lawyer’s duty, under Rule 1.6, to maintain client confidences and secrets may preclude the submission of any notice required by subparagraph (b)(3)(B). If a client requests in writing that the fact and subject matter of the representation not be disclosed, the screened lawyer and law firm must comply with that request. If a client makes such a request, the lawyer must abide by the client’s wishes until such time as the fact and subject matter of the representation become public through some other means, such as a public filing. Filing a pleading that is publicly available or making an appearance in a proceeding before a tribunal that is open to the public constitutes a public filing for purposes of this rule. Once information concerning the representation is public, the notifications called for must be made promptly, and the lawyers involved may not honor a client’s request not to make the notifications.

[24] Although paragraph (f) prohibits the lawyer from disclosing the fact and subject matter of the representation when the client has requested in writing that the information be kept confidential, the paragraph requires the screened lawyer and the screened lawyer’s new firm to prepare the documents described in paragraph (f) as soon as the representation commences, to file the documents with Disciplinary Counsel, and to preserve the documents for possible submission to the screened lawyer’s former client if and when the client does consent to their submission or the information becomes public.

[25] The responsibilities of partners, managers, and supervisory lawyers prescribed by Rules 5.1 and 5.3 apply in respect of screening arrangements under Rule 1.10(b)(3).

**Lawyers Assisting the Office of the Attorney General of the District of Columbia**
[26] The Office of the Attorney General of the District of Columbia may experience periods of peak need for legal services which cannot be met by normal hiring programs, or may experience problems in dealing with a large backlog of matters requiring legal services. In such circumstances, the public interest is served by permitting private firms to provide the services of lawyers affiliated with such private firms on a temporary basis to assist the Office of the Attorney General. Such arrangements do not fit within the classical pattern of situations involving the general imputation rule of paragraph (a). Provided that safeguards are in place which preclude the improper disclosure of client confidences or secrets, and the improper use of one client’s confidences or secrets on behalf of another client, the public interest benefits of such arrangements justify an exception to the general imputation rule, just as Comment [1] excludes from the definition of “firm” lawyers employed by a government agency or other government entity. Lawyers assigned to assist the Office of the Attorney General pursuant to such temporary programs are, by virtue of paragraph (e), treated as if they were employed as government employees and as if their affiliation with the private firm did not exist during the period of temporary service with the Office of the Attorney General. See Rule 1.11(h) with respect to the procedures to be followed by lawyers participating in such temporary programs and by the firms with which such lawyers are affiliated after the participating lawyers have ended their participation in such temporary programs.

[27] The term “made available to assist the Office of the Attorney General in providing legal services” in paragraph (e) contemplates the temporary cessation of practice with the firm during the period legal services are being made available to the Office of the Attorney General, so that during that period the lawyer’s activities which involve the practice of law are devoted fully to assisting the Office of the Attorney General.

[28] Rule 1.10(e) prohibits a lawyer who is assisting the Office of the Attorney General from representing that office in any matter in which the lawyer’s firm represents an adversary. Rule 1.10(e) does not, however, by its terms, prohibit lawyers assisting the Office of the Attorney General from participating in every matter in which the Attorney General is taking a position adverse to that of a current client of the firm with which the participating lawyer was affiliated prior to joining the program of assistance to the Office of the Attorney General. Such an unequivocal prohibition would be overly broad, difficult to administer in practice, and inconsistent with the purposes of Rule 1.10(e).

[29] The absence of such a per se prohibition in Rule 1.10(e) does not diminish the importance of a thoughtful and restrained approach to defining those matters in which it is appropriate for a participating lawyer to be involved. An appearance of impropriety in programs of this kind can undermine the public’s acceptance of the program and embarrass the Office of the Attorney General, the participating lawyer, that lawyer’s law firm and clients of that firm. For example, it would not be appropriate for a participating lawyer to engage in a representation adverse to a party who is known to be a major client of the
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FL</th>
<th>*Amendment effective 6/1/2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a): adds “Imputed Disqualification of All Lawyers in Firm.” to beginning; Replaces “shall” with “may”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adds “except as provided elsewhere in this rule, or” after “4-1.9”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adds: (b) Former Clients of Newly Associated Lawyer. When a lawyer becomes associated with a firm, the firm may not knowingly represent a person in the same or a substantially related matter in which that lawyer, or a firm with which the lawyer was associated, had previously represented a client whose interests are materially adverse to that person and about whom the lawyer had acquired information protected by rules 4-1.6 and 4-1.9(b) that is material to the matter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(c): same as MR (b) but adds “Representing Interests Adverse to Clients of Formerly Associated Lawyer.” to beginning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As of December 11, 2018

| (c)(1): same as MR (b)(1) | Rule title: “Imputed Disqualification: General Rule” |
| (c)(2): same as MR (b)(2) but changes cross-reference to 1.9(b) | (a) GA Rules replaces rules at end of sentence with: “Rules 1.7: Conflict of Interest: General Rule, 1.8(c): Conflict of Interest: Prohibited Transactions, 1.9: Former Client or 2.2: Intermediary;” deletes “unless” and all sections thereafter. |
| (d): same as MR (c) but adds “Waiver of Conflict.” to beginning | (b) Replaces cited rules with “Rules 1.6: Confidentiality of Information and 1.9(c): Conflict of Interest: Former Client” |
| (e): same as MR (d) but adds “Government Lawyers.” to beginning | (c) Adds “Conflict of Interest: General Rule” After “Rule 1.7.” |

adds stand-alone sentence at end of rule: “The maximum penalty for a violation of this Rule is disbarment.”

Comments:
[1] Replaces “denotes” with “includes;” replaces clause, “law partnership, professional corporation, sole proprietorship or other association authorized to practice law,” with “private firm, and lawyers in the legal department of a corporation or other organization, or in a legal services organization;” deletes “See Rule 1.0(c)” and “See Rule 1.0…[4];” adds to end of paragraph:
“For example, two practitioners who share office space and occasionally consult or assist each other ordinarily would not be regarded as constituting a firm. However, if they present themselves to the public in a way suggesting that they are a firm or conduct themselves as a firm, they should be regarded as a firm for the purposes of the Rules. The terms of any formal agreement between associated lawyers are relevant in determining whether they are a firm, as is the fact that they have mutual access to information concerning the clients they serve. Furthermore, it is relevant in doubtful cases to consider the underlying purpose of the Rule that is involved. A group of lawyers could be regarded as a firm for purposes of the rule that the same lawyer should not represent opposing parties in litigation, while it might not be so regarded for purposes of the rule that information acquired by one lawyer is attributed to the other.”

Adds new Comments [2] through [5]:
[2] With respect to the law department of an organization, there is ordinarily no question that the members of the department constitute a firm within the meaning of the Rules of Professional Conduct. However, there can be uncertainty as to the identity of the client. For example, it may not be clear whether the law department of a corporation represents a subsidiary or an affiliated corporation, as well as the corporation by which the members of the department are directly employed. A similar question can arise concerning an unincorporated association and its local affiliates.
[3] Similar questions can also arise with respect to lawyers in legal aid. Lawyers employed in the same unit of a legal service organization constitute a firm, but not necessarily those employed in separate units. As in the case of independent practitioners, whether the lawyers should be treated as associated with each other can depend on the particular rule that is involved, and on the specific facts of the situation.

[4] Where a lawyer has joined a private firm after having represented the government, the situation is governed by Rule 1.11(a) and (b): Successive Government and Private Employment; where a lawyer represents the government after having served private clients, the situation is governed by Rule 1.11(c)(1): Successive Government and Private Employment. The individual lawyer involved is bound by the Rules generally, including Rules 1.6: Confidentiality of Information, 1.7: Conflict of Interest: General Rule and 1.9: Conflict of Interest: Former Client.

[5] Different provisions are thus made for movement of a lawyer from one private firm to another and for movement of a lawyer between a private firm and the government. The government is entitled to protection of its client confidences and, therefore, to the protections provided in Rules 1.6: Confidentiality of Information, 1.9: Conflict of Interest: Former Client, and 1.11: Successive Government and Private Employment. However, if the more extensive disqualification in Rule 1.10: Imputed Disqualification were applied to former government lawyers, the potential effect on the government would be unduly burdensome. The government deals with all private citizens and organizations and, thus, has a much wider circle of adverse legal interests than does any private law firm. In these circumstances, the government's recruitment of lawyers would be seriously impaired if Rule 1.10: Imputed Disqualification were applied to the government. On balance, therefore, the government is better served in the long run by the protections stated in Rule 1.11: Successive Government and Private Employment.

GA Rules Comment [6] is almost identical to MR Comment [2], but references different Rules. [7] is almost identical to MR Comment [5], but, whenever referencing a Rule, includes the full name of the Rule. Does not adopt Comments [3], [4], and [6] through [12].
(b)(1): Changes “formerly associated” to “departed lawyer”; inserts “original” before “client”
Adds: (c): “When a lawyer becomes associated with a firm, and the lawyer is prohibited from representing a client because the lawyer’s former firm has represented a person whose interests are materially adverse to that client, other lawyers in the firm may not thereafter represent the client unless:
(c)(1): “the disqualified lawyer did not participate in the matter and has no confidential information regarding the matter”
(c)(2): Identical to MC (a)(2)(i)
(c)(3): Similar to MC (a)(2)(ii): Hawaii Rule deletes text after “provisions of this Rule” to end.
(d): Identical to MR (c)
(e): Identical to MR (d)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Effective 5/4/10</th>
<th></th>
<th>Same as MR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| IL | Effective 1/1/2010 | Combines (a) and (a)(1), and deletes (a)(2), and paragraphs (i), (ii), and (iii). | (d) Adds at the end, “and with former judges, arbitrators, mediators or other third-party neutrals is governed by Rule 1.12;”
|    |                  | Adds (e): “When a lawyer becomes associated with a firm, no lawyer associated in the firm shall knowingly represent a person in a matter in which that lawyer is disqualified under Rule 1.9 unless the personally disqualified lawyer is timely screened from any participation in the matter and is apportioned no part of the fee therefrom.” |

Comments:
[1] Identical
[2] Almost identical, but deletes reference to Rule 1.10(a)(2)
IL Comment [7] is similar to MR [11], but adds at the end of the paragraph:
Where a lawyer has joined a private firm after having been a judge or other adjudicative officer or law clerk to such person or an arbitrator, mediator or other third-party neutral, imputation is governed by Rule 1.12, not this Rule.
IL Comment [8] is identical to MR [12]
IL Rules adds as Comment [9]:
Where the conditions of paragraph (e) are met, imputation is removed and consent is not required. Requirements for screening procedures are stated in Rule 1.0(k). This paragraph does not prohibit a lawyer from receiving a salary or partnership share established by independent agreement, but that lawyer may not receive compensation directly relating the lawyer’s compensation to the fee in the matter in which the lawyer is disqualified. Nonconsensual screening in such cases adequately balances the interests of the former client in protecting its confidential information, the interests of the current client in hiring the counsel of its choice (including a law firm that may have represented...
the client in similar matters for many years), and the interests of lawyers in career mobility, particularly when they are moving involuntarily.


| IN | Effective 1/1/05 | Combines (a) and (a)(1), and deletes (a)(2), and paragraphs (i), (ii), and (iii). (a): adds reference to Rule 2.2
|    |               | adds as (c): When a lawyer becomes associated with a firm, no lawyer associated in the firm shall knowingly represent a person in a matter in which that lawyer is disqualified under Rule 1.9 unless:
|    |               | (1) the personally disqualified lawyer did not have primary responsibility for the matter that causes the disqualification under Rule 1.9;
|    |               | (2) the personally disqualified lawyer is timely screened from any participation in the matter and is apportioned no part of the fee therefrom; and
|    |               | (3) written notice is promptly given to any affected former client to enable it to ascertain compliance with the provisions of this rule.

Comments:
IN Rules adds as Comment [6]:
[6] Where the conditions of paragraph (c) are met, imputation is removed, and consent to the new representation is not required. Lawyers should be aware, however, that courts may impose more stringent obligations in ruling upon motions to disqualify a lawyer from pending litigation. Requirements for screening procedures are stated in Rule 1.0(k). Paragraph (c)(2) does not prohibit the screened lawyer from receiving a salary or partnership share established by prior independent agreement, but that lawyer may not receive compensation directly related to the matter in which the lawyer is disqualified. Notice, including a description of the screened lawyer’s prior representation and of the screening procedures employed, generally should be given as soon as practicable after the need for screening becomes apparent.
IN Rules Comment [7] almost identical to MR [6], but for the reference, at the beginning of the paragraph, to Rule 1.10(d), instead of Rule 1.10(c).

Does not adopt Comments [7] through [10]

| IA | *Amendments effective 10/15/2015 | Identical

| KS | Effective 7/1/07 | Combines (a) and (a)(1), and deletes (a)(2), and paragraphs (i), (ii), and (iii).
|    |               | Comments:
|    |               | [2] is almost identical to MR, but deletes reference to 1.10(a)(2)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Effective Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| KY    | 7/15/09        | Combines (a) and (a)(1), and deletes (a)(2), and paragraphs (i), (ii), and (iii). Adds new (d):  
(d) A firm is not disqualified from representation of a client if the only basis for disqualification is representation of a former client by a lawyer presently associated with the firm, sufficient to cause that lawyer to be disqualified pursuant to Rule 1.9 and:  
(1) the disqualified lawyer is screened from any participation in the matter and is apportioned no specific part of the fee therefrom; and  
(2) written notice is given to the former client.”  
Kentucky Rules (e) is identical to MR (d).  
Comments:  
[2] is almost identical to MR, but refers to Paragraph (a) instead of (a)(1) and deletes reference to 1.10(a)(2)  
[5] is almost identical to MR, but refers to Rule 1.9, instead of Rule 1.9(c)  
Adds as [7]:  
Rule 1.10(d) removes the imputation in some cases when the disqualified lawyer is screened. See Rule 1.0 (k) and Comments [8] – [10] for minimum requirements of screening.  
Does not adopt [7] through [10] | |
| LA    | 3/1/04         | Combines (a) and (a)(1), and deletes (a)(2), and paragraphs (i), (ii), and (iii). Does not adopt Comments. | |
| ME    | 8/1/09         | Combines (a) and (a)(1), and deletes (a)(2), and paragraphs (i), (ii), and (iii). (d) Adds to beginning of paragraph, “For purposes of Rule 1.10 only, “firm” does not include government agencies.”  
Comments:  
[1] Adds to end of paragraph:  
“The term “firm” as used in Rule 1.10, however, does not include |
As of December 11, 2018

| MD Effective 7/1/05 | Combines (a) and (a)(1), and deletes (a)(2), and paragraphs (i), (ii), and (iii). Adds as (c): “When a lawyer becomes associated with a firm, no lawyer associated in the firm shall knowingly represent a person in a matter in which the newly associated lawyer is disqualified under Rule 1.9 unless the personally disqualified lawyer is timely screened from any participation in the matter and is apportioned no part of the fee therefrom.” Comments: [1] Replaces first sentence and “See Rule 1.0(c)” with, “A “firm” is defined in Rule 1.0(d)” and adds to end of paragraph: “A lawyer is deemed associated with a firm if held out to be a partner, principal, associate, of counsel, or similar designation. A lawyer ordinarily is not deemed associated with a firm if the lawyer no longer practices law and is held out as retired or emeritus. A lawyer employed for short periods as a contract attorney ordinarily is deemed associated with the firm only regarding matters to which the lawyer gives substantive attention.” [2] is almost identical to MR, but refers to Paragraph (a) instead of (a)(1), deletes reference to 1.10(a)(2) and adds reference to 1.10(c). [4] Refers to Rule 1.0(m) instead of 1.0(k) Adds as [6]: Where the conditions of paragraph (c) are met, imputation is removed, and consent to the new representation is not required. Lawyers should be aware, however, that courts may impose more stringent obligations in ruling upon motions to disqualify a lawyer from pending litigation. Adds screening procedure in new [7]: Requirements for screening procedures are stated in Rule 1.0(m). Paragraph (c) does not prohibit the screened lawyer from receiving a salary or partnership share established by prior independent agreement, but that lawyer may not receive compensation directly related to the matter in which the lawyer is disqualified. [8] is almost identical to MR [6], but refers to 1.10(d) instead of (c), and, at the end of the paragraph, 1.0(f) instead of (e). [9] is identical to MR [11] [10] is identical MR [12], but changes reference to paragraph (j) instead of (k). |

---
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Does not adopt [7] to [10]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MA Amendment</th>
<th>Changes title to: “Imputed Disqualification: General Rule”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effective 7/1/2015</td>
<td>(a) MA Rules Adds:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“A lawyer employed by the Public Counsel Division of the Committee for Public Counsel Services and a lawyer assigned to represent clients by the Private Counsel Division of that Committee are not considered to be associated. Lawyers are not considered to be associated merely because they have each individually been assigned to represent clients by the Committee for Public Counsel Services through its Private Counsel Division.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) After firm adds (“former firm”); adds “former” before “firm” throughout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b)(2) Adds “former” before “firm”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Does not adopt MR (d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adds as (d) and (e):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(d) When a lawyer becomes associated with a firm “new firm”, the new firm may not undertake to or continue to represent a person in a matter that the firm knows or reasonably should know is the same or substantially related to a matter in which the newly associated lawyer (the &quot;personally disqualified lawyer&quot;), or the former firm had previously represented a client whose interests are materially adverse to the new firm’s client unless:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1) the personally disqualified lawyer has no information protected by Rule 1.6 or Rule 1.9 that is material to the matter (&quot;material information&quot;); or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) the personally disqualified lawyer (i) had neither involvement nor information relating to the matter sufficient to provide a substantial benefit to the new firm’s client and (ii) is screened from any participation in the matter in accordance with paragraph (e) of this Rule and is apportioned no part of the fee therefrom.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(e) For the purposes of paragraph (d) of this Rule and of Rules 1.11 and 1.12, a personally disqualified lawyer in a firm will be deemed to have been screened from any participation in a matter if:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1) all material information possessed by the personally disqualified lawyer has been isolated from the firm;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) the personally disqualified lawyer has been isolated from all contact with the new firm’s client relating to the matter, and any witness for or against the new firm’s client;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3) the personally disqualified lawyer and the new firm have been precluded from discussing the matter with each other;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|                | (4) the former client of the personally disqualified lawyer or of the former firm with which the personally disqualified lawyer was associated receives notice of the conflict and an affidavit of the personally disqualified lawyer and the new firm describing the procedures being used effectively to screen the personally disqualified lawyer, and attesting that (i) the personally
As of December 11, 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MI Effective 10/1/88</th>
<th>*Made only partial amendments effective 1/1/2011 since the most recent amendments to the ABA Model Rules (amended Rules 3.1, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 5.5, and 8.5 and adopted new Rules 2.4, 5.7, and 6.6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adds reference to Rule 2.2; deletes “unless” and all sections thereafter; adds to end of paragraph: “If a lawyer leaves a firm and becomes associated with another firm, MRPC 1.10(b) governs whether the new firm is imputedly disqualified because of the newly hired lawyer’s prior services in or association with the lawyer’s former law firm.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adds as (b): (b) When a lawyer becomes associated with a firm, the firm may not knowingly represent a person in the same or a substantially related matter in which that lawyer, or a firm with which the lawyer was associated, is disqualified under Rule 1.9(b), unless: (1) the disqualified lawyer is screened from any participation in the matter and is apportioned no part of the fee therefrom; and (2) written notice is promptly given to the appropriate tribunal to enable it to ascertain compliance with the provisions of this rule.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ME Rules (c) is identical to MR (b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ME Rules (d) is identical to MR (c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deletes MR (d).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comments: (Comments are numbered in MI Rules)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Definition of “Firm”**

First paragraph is similar to MR Comment [1] but replaces “denotes” with “includes” and replaces clause, “in a law partnership…or other organization” with “in a private firm, and lawyers in the legal department of a corporation or other organization, or in a legal services organization;” deletes all references to rules and adds to end of paragraph:

For example, two practitioners who share office space and occasionally consult or assist each other ordinarily would not be regarded as constituting a firm. However, if they present themselves to the public in a way suggesting that they are a firm or conduct themselves as a firm, they should be regarded as a firm for purposes of the rules. The terms of any formal agreement between associated lawyers are relevant in determining whether they are a firm, as is the fact that they have mutual access to confidential information concerning the clients they serve. Furthermore, it is relevant in doubtful cases to consider the underlying purpose of the rule that is involved. A group of lawyers could be regarded as a firm for purposes of the rule that the same lawyer should not represent opposing parties in litigation, while it might not be so regarded for purposes of the rule that information acquired by one lawyer is attributed to another.

Adds to section, “Definition of ‘Firm’”:

With respect to the law department of an organization, there is ordinarily no question that the members of the department constitute a firm within the meaning of the Rules of Professional Conduct. However, there can be uncertainty as to the identity of the client. For example, it may not be clear whether the law department of a corporation represents a subsidiary or an affiliated corporation, as well as the corporation by which the members of the department are directly employed. A similar question can arise concerning an unincorporated association and its local affiliates.

Similar questions can also arise with respect to lawyers in legal aid. Lawyers employed in the same unit of a legal service organization constitute a firm, but not necessarily those employed in separate units. As in the case of independent practitioners, whether the lawyers should be treated as being associated with each other can depend on the particular rule that is involved and on the specific facts of the situation. Where a lawyer has joined a private firm after having represented the government, the situation is governed by Rule 1.11(a) and (b); where a lawyer represents the government after having served private clients, the situation is governed by Rule 1.11(c)(1). The individual lawyer involved is bound by the rules generally, including Rules 1.6, 1.7, and 1.9.

**Principles of Disputed Disqualification**

First paragraph is almost identical to MR [2], but references Paragraph (a) instead of (a)(1) in second-to-last sentence and deletes reference to 1.10(a)(2)

Second paragraph is identical to MR [3], but adds to end: “unless this rule’s
provisions are followed.”

Adds new Section: **Staff Comment to 2006 Amendment**

This amendment clarifies that when an attorney associates with a new firm, the attorney’s disqualification does not necessarily disqualify the attorney’s new firm by imputed disqualification, if the new firm imposes timely and appropriate screening under MRPC 1.10(b). The amendment clarifies that MRPC 1.10(b) governs the issue of imputed disqualification following the transfer of an attorney to a new firm, which was the intent of the rule and has been the practice since the rule was adopted in 1988 and further amendments were adopted in 1990. This proposal was prompted by the decision issued in Nat’l Union Fire Ins Co v Alticor, Inc, ___ F3d ___; 2006 WL 2956522 (CA 6, 2006).


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MN Effective 10/1/05</th>
<th>Combines (a) and (a)(1), and deletes (a)(2), and paragraphs (i), (ii), and (iii). Inserts as (b):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) When a lawyer becomes associated with a firm, and the lawyer is prohibited from representing a client pursuant to Rule 1.9(b), other lawyers in the firm may represent that client if there is no reasonably apparent risk that confidential information of the previously represented client will be used with material adverse effect on that client because:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1) any confidential information communicated to the lawyer is unlikely to be significant in the subsequent matter;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) the lawyer is subject to screening measures adequate to prevent disclosure of the confidential information and to prevent involvement by that lawyer in the representation; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3) timely and adequate notice of the screening has been provided to all affected clients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MN Rules (c) is identical for MR (d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MN Rules (d) is identical for MR (e)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comments:

[1] is almost identical to MR Comment [1], except that MN Comments makes reference to Rule 1.0(d) instead of (c).

[2] is almost identical to MR [2], except that MN makes reference to Paragraph (a) instead of (a)(1)

[4] is almost identical to MR [4], but MN makes reference to Rule 1.0(l) instead of (k)

[6] is almost identical to MR [6], but MN Comment makes reference in first sentence to 1.10(d) instead of (c) and 1.0(f) at the end, instead of 1.0(e).


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MS Effective 11/3/05</th>
<th>(a) MS Rules adds reference to Rule 2.4; deletes “unless” and all sections thereafter. Inserts as (b):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When a lawyer becomes associated with a firm, the firm may not</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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knowingly represent a person in the same or a substantially related matter in which that lawyer, or a firm with which the lawyer was associated, had previously represented a client whose interests are materially adverse to that person and about whom the lawyer had acquired information protected by Rules 1.6 and 1.9(b) that is material to the matter.

(c): same as MR (b) but deletes “and not currently represented by the firm”
(c)(1) and (2): same as MR (b)(1) and (2)
(d): same as MR (c)
Did not adopt MR (d)

Comments:
Section, “Definition of ‘Firm’”
First paragraph is similar to MR Comment [1] but replaces “denotes” with “includes” and replaces clause, “in a law partnership…or other organization” with “in a private firm, and lawyers in the legal department of a corporation or other organization, or in a legal services organization;” deletes all references to rules and adds to end of paragraph:

For example, two practitioners who share office space and occasionally consult or assist each other ordinarily would not be regarded as constituting a firm. However, if they present themselves to the public in a way suggesting that they are a firm or conduct themselves as a firm, they should be regarded as a firm for purposes of the rules. The terms of any formal agreement between associated lawyers are relevant in determining whether they are a firm, as is the fact that they have mutual access to confidential information concerning the clients they serve. Furthermore, it is relevant in doubtful cases to consider the underlying purpose of the rule that is involved. A group of lawyers could be regarded as a firm for purposes of the rule that the same lawyer should not represent opposing parties in litigation, while it might not be so regarded for purposes of the rule that information acquired by one lawyer is attributed to another.

Adds to section:
With respect to the law department of an organization, there is ordinarily no question that the members of the department constitute a firm within the meaning of the Rules of Professional Conduct. However, there can be uncertainty as to the identity of the client. For example, it may not be clear whether a law department of a corporation represents a subsidiary or an affiliated corporation, as well as the corporation by which the members of the department are directly employed. A similar question can arise concerning an unincorporated association and its local affiliates.

Similar questions can also arise with respect to lawyers in legal aid. Lawyers employed in the same unit of a legal service organization constitute a firm, but not necessarily those employed in separate units. As in the case of independent practitioners, whether the lawyers should
be treated as associated with each other can depend on the particular rule that is involved, and on the specific facts of the situation.

Where a lawyer has joined a private firm after having represented the government, the situation is governed by Rule 1.11(a) and (b); where a lawyer represents the government after having served private clients, the situation is governed by Rule 1.11(c)(1). The individual lawyer involved is bound by the Rules generally, including Rules 1.6, 1.7, and 1.9.

Different provisions are thus made for movement of a lawyer from one private firm to another and for movement of a lawyer between a private firm and the government. The government is entitled to protection of its client confidences, and therefore to the protections provided in Rules 1.6, 1.9, and 1.11. However, if the more extensive disqualification in Rule 1.10 were applied to former government lawyers, the potential effect on the government would be unduly burdensome. The government deals with all private citizens and organizations, and thus has a much wider circle of adverse legal interests than does any private law firm. In these circumstances, the government's recruitment of lawyers would be seriously impaired if Rule 1.10 were applied to the government. On balance, therefore, the government is better served in the long run by the protections stated in Rule 1.11.

**Principles of Imputed Disqualification**

Paragraph is almost identical to MR Comment [2], but changes “Paragraph (a)(1)” to “Paragraph (a)” and replaces reference to rules at end with “paragraphs (b) and (c);”

Adds new Section: **Lawyers Moving Between Firms**

When lawyers have been associated in a firm but then end their association, however, the problem is more complicated. The fiction that the law firm is the same as a single lawyer is no longer wholly realistic. There are several competing considerations. First, the client previously represented must be reasonably assured that the principle of loyalty to the client is not compromised. Second, the rule of disqualification should not be so broadly cast as to preclude other persons from having reasonable choice of legal counsel. Third, the rule of disqualification should not unreasonably hamper lawyers from forming new associations and taking on new clients after having left a previous association. In this connection, it should be recognized that today many lawyers practice in firms, that many to some degree limit their practice to one field or another, and that many move from one association to another several times in their careers. If the concept of imputed disqualification were defined with unqualified rigor, the result would be radical curtailment of the opportunity of lawyers to move from one practice setting to another and the opportunity of clients to change counsel.
Reconciliation of these competing principles in the past has been attempted under two rubrics. One approach has been to seek per se rules of disqualification. For example, it has been held that a partner in a law firm is conclusively presumed to have access to all confidences concerning all clients of the firm. Under this analysis, if a lawyer has been a partner in one law firm and then becomes a partner in another law firm, there is a presumption that all confidences known by a partner in the first firm are known to all partners in the second firm. This presumption might properly be applied in some circumstances, especially where the client has been extensively represented, but may be unrealistic where the client was represented only for limited purposes. Furthermore, such a rigid rule exaggerates the difference between a partner and an associate in modern law firms.

The other rubric formerly used for dealing with vicarious disqualification is the appearance of impropriety proscribed in Canon 9 of the Code of Professional Responsibility. This rubric has a two-fold problem. First, the appearance of impropriety can be taken to include any new client-lawyer relationship that might make a former client feel anxious. If that meaning were adopted, disqualification would become little more than a question of subjective judgment by the former client. Second, since "impropriety" is undefined, the term "appearance of impropriety" is question-begging. It therefore has to be recognized that the problem of imputed disqualification cannot be properly resolved either by simple analogy to a lawyer practicing alone or by the very general concept of appearance of impropriety.

A rule based on a functional analysis is more appropriate for determining the question of vicarious disqualification. Two functions are involved: preserving confidentiality and avoiding positions adverse to a client.

Adds Section: Confidentiality

Preserving confidentiality is a question of access to information. Access to information, in turn, is essentially a question of fact in particular circumstances, aided by inferences, deductions or working presumptions that reasonably may be made about the way in which lawyers work together. A lawyer may have general access to files of all clients of a law firm and may regularly participate in discussions of their affairs; it should be inferred that such a lawyer in fact is privy to all information about all the firm's clients. In contrast, another lawyer may have access to the files of only a limited number of clients and participate in discussion of the affairs of no other clients; in the absence of information to the contrary, it should be inferred that such a lawyer in fact is privy to information about the clients actually served but not those of other clients.

Application of paragraphs (b) and (c) depends on a situation's particular facts. In any such inquiry, the burden of proof should rest upon the firm
As of December 11, 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>States</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>Effective 7/1/07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>Effective 4/1/04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>Effective</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

whose disqualification is sought. Paragraphs (b) and (c) operate to disqualify the firm only when the lawyer involved has actual knowledge of information protected by Rules 1.6 and 1.9(b). Thus, if a lawyer while with one firm acquired no knowledge of information relating to a particular client of the firm, and that lawyer later joined another firm, neither the lawyer individually nor the second firm is disqualified from representing another client in the same or a related matter even though the interests of the two clients conflict.

Independent of the question of disqualification of a firm, a lawyer changing professional association has a continuing duty to preserve confidentiality of information about a client formerly represented. See Rules 1.6 and 1.9.

**Adds Section: Adverse Positions.**

The second aspect of loyalty to a client is the lawyer’s obligation to decline subsequent representations involving positions adverse to a former client arising in substantially related matters. This obligation requires abstention from adverse representation by the individual lawyer involved, but does not properly entail abstention of other lawyers through imputed disqualification. Hence, this aspect of the problem is governed by Rule 1.9(a). Thus, if a lawyer left one firm for another, the new affiliation would not preclude the firms involved from continuing to represent clients with adverse interests in the same or related matters, so long as the conditions of Rule 1.10(b) and (c) concerning confidentiality have been met.

Does not adopt [3] through [12].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 9/1/05 | Comments:  
[2] Refers to “Paragraph (a)” instead of (a)(1) in second to last sentence, and deletes reference to Rule 1.10(a)(2)  
[4] Adds, after “law student:” “See Rule 1.9(d) through (f)”  
Does not adopt [7] through [10] |
| NV Effective 5/1/06 | Combines (a) and (a)(1), and deletes (a)(2), and paragraphs (i), (ii), and (iii).  
Did not adopt (d).  
Adds: (e) When a lawyer becomes associated with a firm, no lawyer associated in the firm shall knowingly represent a person in a matter in which that lawyer is disqualified under Rule 1.9 unless:  
1) The personally disqualified lawyer did not have a substantial role in or primary responsibility for the matter that causes the disqualification under Rule 1.9;  
2) The personally disqualified lawyer is timely screened from any participation in the matter and is apportioned no part of the fee therefrom; and  
3) Written notice is promptly given to any affected former client to enable it to ascertain compliance with the provisions of this Rule.  
Does not adopt Comments |
| NH Effective 3/1/12 | [Rule 1.10(c) is new and applies when a lawyer moves from one law firm to another law firm. The new provisions establish screening procedures similar although not identical to those that now exist in the Rules for former government lawyers, see Rule 1.11; and prospective clients, see Rule 1.18.  
Rule 1.10(c) differs from the ABA Model Rule, and draws on more restrictive procedures that have been adopted in Massachusetts and Oregon. More specifically, unlike the ABA Model Rule, screening would not be available for “migrating” lawyers who had substantial involvement in, or acquired substantial material information about, a matter ongoing at the time of the transfer between firms. In addition, to ensure attention to the establishment of effective screening procedures, the new provisions require that separate affidavits be prepared by the personally disqualified attorney and by a partner, officer or shareholder of the new firm. These affidavits would be prepared at the time of the attorney’s transfer and implementation of screening procedures; and again, if requested by the former client or former client’s counsel, at the time of termination of the matter that is the subject of the screening procedures.  
If a challenge is made to the availability, or implementation, of the screening procedures authorized under 1.10(c), the burden will be on the law firm carrying out the screening to demonstrate compliance with the Rule’s requirements. While perhaps more restrictive than rules in place in other jurisdictions, the new provisions seek to achieve a proper balance between the increasing mobility of attorneys between firms and the right of clients of the new firms to retain the law firms of their choice; and the equally-important interests of the former clients in assuring that confidential information relating |
As of December 11, 2018

to their representation will not be used against them by the migrating lawyer’s new firm.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NJ</th>
<th>Effective 1/1/04</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|    | Combines (a) and (a)(1), and deletes (a)(2), and paragraphs (i), (ii), and (iii). Adds a screening provision as (c). The provision is similar to the E2k November 2000 draft with the difference that (c)(1) provides: “the matter does not involve a proceeding in which the personally disqualified lawyer had a primary role.”
|    | adds as (f): “Any law firm that enters a screening arrangement, as provided by this Rule, shall establish appropriate written procedures to insure that: 1) all attorneys and other personnel in the law firm screen the personally disqualified attorney from any participation in the matter, 2) the screened attorney acknowledge the obligation to remain screened and takes action to insure the same and 3) the screened attorney is apportioned no part of the fee therefrom.”
|    | Does not adopt Comments. New Jersey Comments based on outdated version of Rule 1.10:  
|    | **Comment to RPC 1.10**  
|    | The Court has adopted ABA Model Rule 1.10 with two revisions. One, it adopts also paragraph (b) of the Debevoise Committee's recommendation, that paragraph here becoming paragraph (d). Two, the Court adopts the Debevoise Committee's paragraph (c) (rather than the ABA's paragraph (d)), numbering that paragraph here as paragraph (e). Paragraph (e) permits an affected client to waive an imputed disqualification under the conditions stated in RPC 1.7 unless prohibited by law or, as added by the Court, by regulation. The Court in this paragraph has stressed that a public entity is prohibited from waiving an attorney conflict of interest. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NM</th>
<th>*Amendment effective 12/31/2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|    | Changed to Rule 16-110;  
|    | (a) Renamed “A. Firm association;” Replaces “Rules 1.7 or 1.9” with “Rule 16-107 or 16-109 of the Rules of Professional Conduct;”  
|    | (a)(1) Incorporated into section A; Deletes “or” at end of paragraph.  
|    | (a)(2) Deleted.  
|    | (b) Renamed “B. Terminated associations.”  
|    | (b)(2) Replaces “Rules 1.6 and 1.9(c)” with “Rule 16-106 and Rule 16-109(C) of the Rules of Professional Conduct;”  
|    | (c) Deleted;  
|    | (d) Deleted;  
|    | Adds:  
|    | “C. Subsequent firm associations; screening. When a lawyer becomes associated with a firm, the firm may not knowingly represent a person in a matter in which that lawyer is disqualified under Rule 16-109 (A) or (B) of the Rules of Professional Conduct unless:  
|    | (1) the newly associated lawyer has no information protected by Rule 16-106 or 16-109 of the Rules of Professional Conduct that is material to the matter; or |
(2) the newly associated lawyer did not have a substantial role in the matter, is timely screened from any participation in the matter and is apportioned no part of the fee therefrom, and written notice is promptly given to any affected former client to enable it to ascertain compliance with the provisions of this rule.

**D. Waiver of disqualification.** A disqualification prescribed by this rule may be waived by the affected client under the conditions stated in Rule 16-107 of the Rules of Professional Conduct.

**E. Other rules.** The disqualification of lawyers associated in a firm with former or current government lawyers is governed by Rule 16-111 of the Rules of Professional Conduct, and the disqualification of lawyers associated in a firm with former judges, arbitrators, mediators or other third-party neutrals is governed by Rule 16-112 of the Rules of Professional Conduct.”

| NY Effective 4/1/09 | (a) Adds reference to Rule 1.8; replaces “unless” with “except as otherwise provided therein”  
|                     | (b) Adds “that the firm knows or reasonably should know are” before “materially adverse;” deletes “unless” at end of paragraph, and adds “if the firm or any lawyer remaining in the firm has information protected by Rule 1.6 or 1.9(c) that is material to the matter,” which is identical to the text of (b)(2) except for the addition of “if the firm or.”  
|                     | Adds as (c):  
|                     | “When a lawyer becomes associated with a firm, the firm may not knowingly represent a client in a matter that is the same as or substantially related to a matter in which the newly associated lawyer, or a firm with which that lawyer was associated, formerly represented a client whose interests are materially adverse to the prospective or current client unless the newly associated lawyer did not acquire any information protected by Rule 1.6 or Rule 1.9(c) that is material to the current matter.”  
|                     | Adds as (e):  
|                     | A law firm shall make a written record of its engagements, at or near the time of each new engagement, and shall implement and maintain a system by which proposed engagements are checked against current and previous engagements when:  
|                     | (1) the firm agrees to represent a new client;  
|                     | (2) the firm agrees to represent an existing client in a new matter;  
|                     | (3) the firm hires or associates with another lawyer; or  
|                     | (4) an additional party is named or appears in a pending matter.  
|                     | Adds as (f):  
|                     | Substantial failure to keep records or to implement or maintain a conflict-checking system that complies with paragraph (e) shall be a violation thereof regardless of whether there is another violation of these Rules. |
As of December 11, 2018

| Adds as (g): | Where a violation of paragraph (e) by a law firm is a substantial factor in causing a violation of paragraph (a) by a lawyer, the law firm, as well as the individual lawyer, shall be responsible for the violation of paragraph (a). |
| Adds as (h): | A lawyer related to another lawyer as parent, child, sibling or spouse shall not represent in any matter a client whose interests differ from those of another party to the matter who the lawyer knows is represented by the other lawyer unless the client consents to the representation after full disclosure and the lawyer concludes that the lawyer can adequately represent the interests of the client. |
| Does not adopt MR (d). |
| Does not adopt Comments. |

| NC Effective 3/1/03 | Combines (a) and (a)(1), and deletes (a)(2), and paragraphs (i), (ii), and (iii). (a): include a reference to prohibitions under Rule 6.6, Action as a Public Official. (c): include screening as proposed by E2k but delete in (c)(1) the qualification that the lawyer is to receive no portion of the fee. Include the E2k proposed comments on screening without the qualification regarding the fee. Adds this sentence in [7]: However, Rule 8.4(c) prohibits the screened lawyer from participating in the fee if such participation was impliedly or explicitly offered as an inducement to the lawyer to become associated with the firm. |
| NC Effective 3/1/03 | Does not adopt Comments |

| ND Effective 8/1/06 | (a) ND Rules references “Rule 1.11, 1.12, 1.18, or 6.5” instead of “Rules 1.7 or 1.9.” Combines (a) with (a)(1); replaces “disqualified” with “prohibited;” Adds clarification to end of paragraph: “For purposes of this paragraph, a personal interest disqualification is one created by a lawyer's interests other than those arising from the representation of other clients or the owing of fiduciary duties to some third party.” Adds as (b): When a lawyer becomes associated with a firm, and the lawyer is prohibited from representing a client pursuant to Rule 1.9, other lawyers in the firm may not thereafter represent the client unless: (1) any confidential information communicated to the lawyer is unlikely to be significant in the matter; (2) there is no reasonably apparent risk that any use of confidential information of the former client will have a material adverse effect on the client; (3) the lawyer is timely screened from any participation in the matter and is apportioned no part of the fee therefrom; and |
| ND Effective 8/1/06 | Does not adopt Comments |
As of December 11, 2018

(4) written notice is promptly given to all affected clients.
(c) is comparable to MR (b), with significant changes in wording:
   When a lawyer has terminated an association with a firm, the firm may
   not thereafter knowingly represent a person when:
   (1) the person has interests materially adverse to those of a non-
       governmental client represented by the formerly associated
       lawyer;
   (2) the matter is the same or is substantially related to that in
       which the formerly associated lawyer represented the client; and
   (3) any lawyer remaining in the firm has or has had access to
       material information protected by Rule 1.6.
(d), same as MR (c) but changes end: “... affected client's consent after
consultation, so long as the representation does not involve the assertion of a
claim by one client against another client represented by the same firm in the
same litigation or other proceedings before the tribunal.”
Did not adopt MR (d)

Comments:
adds as [1]:
   Paragraph (d) requires client consent before disqualification under this
   Rule can be waived. Obtaining the client's consent in writing is the
   preferred practice. Lack of a writing may make it difficult to prove
   client consent if a dispute arises later.
adds as [4]:
   Different provisions are thus made for movement of a lawyer from one
   private firm to another and for movement of a lawyer between a private
   firm and the government. The government is entitled to protection of its
   client confidences, and therefore to the protections provided in Rules
   1.6, 1.9, and 1.11. However, if the more extensive disqualification in
   Rule 1.10 were applied to former government lawyers, the potential
   effect on the government would be unduly burdensome. The
government deals with all private citizens and organizations, and thus
has a much wider circle of adverse legal interests than does any private
law firm. In these circumstances, the government's recruitment of
lawyers would be seriously impaired if Rule 1.10 were applied to the
government. On balance, therefore, the government is better served in
the long run by the protections stated in Rule 1.11.
Reduces Section, Principles of Imputed Disqualification, to Paragraph [5],
which is identical to MR [2]
adds Section, Personal Interest
   A conflict of interest based upon a lawyer's personal interest will not
impute to the lawyer's law firm provided the personal interest falls
within the definition included in this Rule and to the extent usual
concerns justifying imputation are not present. This exception applies
only where the prohibited lawyer does not personally represent the client in the matter and no other circumstances suggest the conflict of the prohibited lawyer is likely to influence the work of others in the firm.

Adds Section, **Confidentiality**

[7] Preserving confidentiality is a question of access to information. Access to information, in turn, is essentially a question of fact in particular circumstances, aided by inferences, deductions, or working presumptions that reasonably may be made about the way in which lawyers work together. A lawyer may have general access to files of all clients of a law firm and may regularly participate in discussions of their affairs; it should be inferred that such a lawyer in fact is privy to all information about all the firm's clients. In contrast, another lawyer may have access to the files of only a limited number of clients and participate in discussion of the affairs of no other clients; in the absence of information to the contrary, it should be inferred that such a lawyer in fact is privy to information about the clients actually served but not those of other clients.

[8] Application of paragraphs (b) and (c) depends on a situation's particular facts. In any such inquiry, the burden of proof should rest upon the firm whose disqualification is sought.

[9] Paragraphs (b) and (c) operate to disqualify the firm only when the lawyer involved has, or has had access to, material information protected by Rule 1.6. Thus, if a lawyer while with one firm did not have access to material information relating to a particular non-governmental client of the firm and that lawyer later joined another firm, neither the lawyer individually nor the second firm is disqualified from representing another client in the same or a substantially related matter even though the interests of the two clients conflict. Situations involving lawyers who represent governmental clients and those involving former judges or other adjudicative officers are covered by Rule 1.11 and Rule 1.12, respectively.

[10] Independent of the question of disqualification of a firm, a lawyer changing professional association has a continuing duty to preserve confidentiality of information about a client formerly represented. See Rules 1.6 and 1.9.

Adds Section, **Adverse Positions**

[11] The second aspect of loyalty to client is the lawyer's obligation to decline subsequent representations involving positions adverse to a former client arising in the same or substantially related matters. This obligation requires abstention from adverse representation by the individual lawyer involved, but does not necessarily entail abstention of other lawyers through imputed disqualification. Hence, this aspect of the problem is governed by Rule 1.9(a) and (b). Thus, if a lawyer left
one firm for another, the new affiliation would not preclude the firms involved from continuing to represent clients with adverse interests in the same or substantially related matters, so long as the conditions of Rule 1.10(b) and (c) concerning confidentiality have been met.

| OH Effective 2/1/07 | Combines (a) and (a)(1), and deletes (a)(2), and paragraphs (i), (ii), and (iii). (a): deletes “knowingly,” adds “the lawyer knows or reasonably should know that” after “when”
(b) Similar to MR, but changes wording: Replaces clause, “the firm is not prohibited...by the firm, unless” with “no lawyer in that firm shall thereafter represent a person with interests materially adverse to those of a client represented by the formerly associated lawyer and not currently represented by the firm, if the lawyer knows or reasonably should know that either of the following applies:”
(b)(1) Similar to MR, but with change in wording. Paragraph becomes: “(1) the formerly associated lawyer represented the client in the same or a substantially related matter;”
(b)(2) Identical to MR
Adds as (c):
When a lawyer has had substantial responsibility in a matter for a former client and becomes associated with a new firm, no lawyer in the new firm shall knowingly represent, in the same matter, a person whose interests are materially adverse to the interests of the former client.
Adds as (d):
In circumstances other than those covered by Rule 1.10(c), when a lawyer becomes associated with a new firm, no lawyer in the new firm shall knowingly represent a person in a matter in which the lawyer is personally disqualified under Rule 1.9 unless both of the following apply:
(1) the new firm timely screens the personally disqualified lawyer from any participation in the matter and that lawyer is apportioned no part of the fee from that matter;
(2) written notice is given as soon as practicable to any affected former client.
(e): same as MR (c) but replaces “prescribed” with “required”
(f): same as MR (d)

Comments:
Adds between [5] and [6]:
**Removing Imputation**

[5A] Divisions (c) and (d) address imputation to lawyers in a new firm when a personally disqualified lawyer moves from one law firm to another. Division (c) imputes the conflict of a lawyer who has had substantial responsibility in a matter to all lawyers in a law firm to which the lawyer moves and prohibits the new law firm from assuming or continuing the representation of a client in the same matter if the client’s interests are materially adverse to those of the former client.
Division (d) provides for removal of imputation of a former client conflict of one lawyer to a new firm in all other instances in which a personally disqualified lawyer moves from one firm to another, provided that the personally disqualified lawyer is properly screened from participation in the matter and the former client or client’s counsel is given notice.

[5B] Screening is not effective to avoid imputed disqualification of other lawyers in the firm if the personally disqualified lawyer had substantial responsibility for representing the former client in the same matter in which the lawyer’s new firm represents an adversary of the former client. A lawyer who was sole or lead counsel for a former client in a matter had substantial responsibility for the matter. Determining whether a lawyer’s role in representing the former client was substantial in other circumstances involves consideration of such factors as the lawyer’s level of responsibility in the matter, the duration of the lawyer’s participation, the extent to which the lawyer advised or had personal contact with the former client and the former client’s personnel, and the extent to which the lawyer was exposed to confidential information of the former client likely to be material in the matter.

[5C] Requirements for effective screening procedures are stated in Rule 1.0(l). Division (d) does not prohibit the screened lawyer from receiving compensation established by prior independent agreement, but that lawyer may not receive compensation directly related to the matter in which the lawyer is disqualified.

[5D] Notice of the screened lawyer’s prior representation and that screening procedures have been employed, generally should be given as soon as practicable after the need for screening becomes apparent. When disclosure is likely to significantly injure the current client, a reasonable delay may be justified.

[5E] Screening will not remove imputation where screening is not timely undertaken, or where the circumstances provide insufficient assurance that confidential information known by the personally disqualified lawyer will remain protected. Factors to be considered in deciding whether an effective screen has been created are the size and structure of the firm, the likelihood of contact between the disqualified lawyer and lawyers involved in the current representation, and the existence of safeguards or procedures that prevent the disqualified lawyer from access to information relevant to the current representation.

Does not adopt [7] through [10].

OK Effective 1/1/08
Combines (a) and (a)(1), and deletes (a)(2), and paragraphs (i), (ii), and (iii).
Adds as (e):
“Where a lawyer is prohibited from engaging in certain transactions under Rule 1.8, paragraph (k) of that Rule, and not this Rule, determines whether that prohibition also applies to other lawyers
associated in a firm with the personally prohibited lawyer.”

Comments:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OR</th>
<th>Effective</th>
<th>Amended</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1/1/05</td>
<td>12/1/06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Replaced “General Rule” with “Screening” at the end of the Title.
Combines (a) and (a)(1), and deletes (a)(2), and paragraphs (i), (ii), and (iii).
(a): adds “or on Rule 1.7(a)(3)” after “prohibited lawyer”
(d) and (e) same as MR (c) and (d)

(c) When a lawyer becomes associated with a firm, no lawyer associated in the firm shall knowingly represent a person in a matter in which that lawyer is disqualified under Rule 1.9, unless the personally disqualified lawyer is promptly screened from any form of participation or representation in the matter and written notice of the screening procedures employed is promptly given to any affected former client.

Does not adopt Comments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PA</th>
<th>Effective</th>
<th>1/1/05</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Combines (a) and (a)(1), and deletes (a)(2), and paragraphs (i), (ii), and (iii).
Adds at the end of (a): or unless permitted by Rules 1.10(b) or (c).

Adds (b) on screening:

When a lawyer becomes associated with a firm, the firm may not knowingly represent a person in the same or a substantially related matter in which that lawyer, or a firm with which the lawyer was associated, had previously represented a client whose interests are materially adverse to that person and about whom the lawyer had acquired information protected by Rules 1.6 and 1.9(c) that is material to the matter unless:

1. the disqualified lawyer is screened from any participation in the matter and is apportioned no part of the fee therefrom; and
2. written notice is promptly given to the appropriate client to enable it to ascertain compliance with the provisions of this rule.

(c): same as MR (b)
(d): A disqualification prescribed by this Rule may be waived by the affected client under the conditions stated in Rule 1.7

Adds as (e):
While lawyers are associated in a firm, a prohibition in paragraph (a) through (i) of Rule 1.8 that applies to anyone of them shall apply to all of them.

(f): same as MR (d)

Adds as (g):
The disqualification of lawyers in a firm with a former judge, arbitrator, mediator or other third-party neutral is governed by Rule 1.12.

Adds as (h):
Where a lawyer in a firm is disqualified from a matter due to consultation with a prospective client pursuant to Rule 1.18(b) or (c),
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RI Effective 4/15/07</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Combines (a) and (a)(1), and deletes (a)(2), and paragraphs (i), (ii), and (iii). Adds as (c): (c) When a lawyer becomes associated with a firm, no lawyer associated in the firm shall knowingly represent a person in a matter in which that lawyer is disqualified under Rule 1.9 unless: (1) the personally disqualified lawyer is timely screened from any participation in the matter and is apportioned no part of the fee therefrom; and (2) written notice is promptly given to any affected former client to enable it to ascertain compliance with the provisions of this Rule. RI Rules (d) and (e) are identical to MR (c) and (d).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comments: 
Add as [6]: Where the conditions of paragraph (c) are met, imputation is removed, and consent to the new representation is not required. Lawyers should be aware, however, that courts may impose more stringent obligations in ruling upon motions to disqualify a lawyer from pending litigation. 
Add as [7]: Requirements for screening procedures are stated in Rule 1.0(k). Paragraph (c)(2) does not prohibit the screened lawyer from receiving a salary or partnership share established by prior independent agreement, but that lawyer may not receive compensation directly related to the matter in which the lawyer is disqualified.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SC</th>
<th>Effective 10/1/05</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Combines (a) and (a)(1), and deletes (a)(2), and paragraphs (i), (ii), and (iii). (a) Adds reference to 1.8(c) Adds as (e): “A lawyer representing a client of a public defender office, legal services association, or similar program serving indigent clients shall not be disqualified under this Rule because of the program’s representation of another client in the same or a substantially related matter if: (1) the lawyer is screened in a timely manner from access to confidential information relating to and from any participation in the representation of the other client; and (2) the lawyer retains authority over the objectives of the representation pursuant to Rule 5.4(c).”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comments:
[1] Similar to MR [1], but deletes all references to Rules and the word “unless;” adds to end of paragraph: For example, two practitioners who share office space and occasionally consult or assist each other ordinarily would not be regarded as constituting a firm. However, if they present themselves to the public in a way suggesting that they are a firm or conduct themselves as a firm, they should be regarded as a firm for the purposes of the Rules. The terms of any formal agreement between associated lawyers are relevant in determining whether they are a firm, as is the fact that they have mutual access to information concerning the clients they serve. Furthermore, it is relevant in doubtful cases to consider the underlying purpose of the Rule that is involved. A group of lawyers could be regarded as a firm for purposes of the rule that the same lawyer should not represent opposing parties in litigation, while it might not be so regarded for purposes of the rule that information acquired by one lawyer is attributed to the other. |

Adds to Section: [2] With respect to the law department of an organization, there is ordinarily no question that the members of the department constitute a firm within the meaning of the Rules of Professional Conduct. However, there can be uncertainty as to the identity of the client. For example, it may not be clear whether the law department of a corporation represents a subsidiary or an affiliated corporation, as well |
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as the corporation by which the members of the department are directly employed. A similar question can arise concerning an unincorporated association and its local affiliates.

[3] Similar questions can also arise with respect to lawyers in legal aid. Lawyers employed in the same unit of a legal service organization constitute a firm, but not necessarily those employed in separate units. As in the case of independent practitioners, whether the lawyers should be treated as associated with each other can depend on the particular rule that is involved, and on the specific facts of the situation.

Add as [5]:
Different provisions are thus made for movement of a lawyer from one private firm to another and for movement of a lawyer between a private firm and the government. The government is entitled to protection of its client confidences and, therefore, to the protections provided in Rules 1.6, 1.9 and 1.11. However, if the more extensive disqualification in Rule 1.10 were applied to former government lawyers, the potential effect on the government would be unduly burdensome. The government deals with all private citizens and organizations and, thus, has a much wider circle of adverse legal interests than does any private law firm. In these circumstances, the government's recruitment of lawyers would be seriously impaired if Rule 1.10 were applied to the government. On balance, therefore, the government is better served in the long run by the protections stated in Rule 1.11.

As of December 11, 2018

from participating in the representation of the current client; and
(2) determine that no lawyer representing the current client has
acquired any information from the personally disqualified
lawyer that is material to the current matter and is protected by
Rule 1.9(c);
(3) promptly implement screening procedures to effectively
prevent the flow of information about the matter between the
personally disqualified lawyer and the other lawyers in the firm;
and
(4) advise the former client in writing of the circumstances that
warranted the implementation of the screening procedures
required by this Rule and of the actions that have been taken to
comply with this Rule.

Replaces (d) with:
The procedures set forth in paragraph (c) may not be used to avoid
imputed disqualification of the firm, if
(1) the disqualified lawyer was substantially involved in the
representation of a former client; and
(2) the lawyer’s representation of the former client was in
connection with an adjudicative proceeding that is directly
adverse to the interests of a current client of the firm; and
(3) the proceeding between the firm’s current client and the
lawyer’s former client is still pending at the time the lawyer
changes firms.

TN Rules (e) is identical to MR (c) but adds “or former client” after “the
affected client”

TN Rule (f) is identical to MR (d)

TX

1.10 Successive Government and Private Employment
(a) Except as law may otherwise expressly permit, a lawyer shall not represent
a private client in connection with a matter in which the lawyer participated
personally and substantially as a public officer or employee, unless the
appropriate government agency consents after consultation.
(b) No lawyer in a firm with which a lawyer subject to paragraph (a) is
associated may knowingly undertake or continue representation in such a
matter unless:
(1) The lawyer subject to paragraph (a) is screened from any participation in
the matter and is apportioned no part of the fee therefrom; and
(2) written notice is given with reasonable promptness to the appropriate
government agency.
(c) Except as law may otherwise expressly permit, a lawyer having information
that the lawyer knows or should know is confidential government information
about a person or other legal entity acquired when the lawyer was a public
officer or employee may not represent a private client whose interests are
adverse to that person or legal entity.
(d) After learning that a lawyer in the firm is subject to paragraph (c) with
As of December 11, 2018

respect to a particular matter, a firm may undertake or continue representation in that matter only if that disqualified lawyer is screened from any participation in the matter and is apportioned no part of the fee therefrom.

(e) Except as law may otherwise expressly permit, a lawyer serving as a public officer or employee shall not:

(1) Participate in a matter involving a private client when the lawyer had represented that client in the same matter while in private practice or nongovernmental employment, unless under applicable law no one is, or by lawful delegation may be, authorized to act in the lawyers stead in the matter; or

(2) Negotiate for private employment with any person who is involved as a party or as attorney for a party in a matter in which the lawyer is participating personally and substantially.

(f) As used in this rule, the term matter does not include regulation-making or rule-making proceedings or assignments, but includes:

(1) Any adjudicatory proceeding, application, request for a ruling or other determination, contract, claim, controversy, investigation, charge accusation, arrest or other similar, particular transaction involving a specific party or parties; and

(2) any other action or transaction covered by the conflict of interest rules of the appropriate government agency.

(g) As used in this rule, the term confidential government information means information which has been obtained under governmental authority and which, at the time this rule is applied, the government is prohibited by law from disclosing to the public or has a legal privilege not to disclose, and which is not otherwise available to the public.

(h) As used in this Rule, Private Client includes not only a private party but also a governmental agency if the lawyer is not a public officer or employee of that agency.

(i) A lawyer who serves as a public officer or employee of one body politic after having served as a public officer of another body politic shall comply with paragraphs (a) and (c) as if the second body politic were a private client and with paragraph (e) as if the first body politic were a private client.

UT Amended effective 11/1/13

Combines (a) and (a)(1), and deletes (a)(2), and paragraphs (i), (ii), and (iii).

Adds as (c): When a lawyer becomes associated with a firm, no lawyer associated in the firm shall knowingly represent a person in a matter in which that lawyer is disqualified under Rule 1.9 unless:

(c)(1) the personally disqualified lawyer is timely screened from any participation in the matter and is apportioned no part of the fee therefrom, and

(c)(2) written notice is promptly given to any affected former client.

(d) Same as MR (c).

(e) Same as MR (d)

Adds (f): An office of government lawyers who serve as counsel to a governmental entity 25 such as the office of the Utah Attorney General, the United States Attorney, or a district, 26 county, or city attorney does not constitute a “firm” for purposes of Rule 1.10 conflict 27 imputation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Effective Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>9/1/09</td>
<td>(a) Same as MR (a), but adds a reference to Rules 1.8(c) and 2.2; deletes “unless” as well as every subparagraph thereafter. Does not adopt (d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>1/1/04</td>
<td>Title: same as former MR Combines (a) and (a)(1), and deletes (a)(2), and paragraphs (i), (ii), and (iii). (a): same as former MR but changes cross-references to “Rules 1.6, 1.7, 1.9, or 2.10(e)” Adds (d) The imputed prohibition of improper transactions is governed by Rule 1.8(k). (e): same as MR (d) Comments: First sentence of [1] is identical to the second to last sentence of MR [1]; VA Rules Comment [1] adds to the end of paragraph: “For example, two practitioners who share office space and occasionally consult or assist each other ordinarily would not be regarded as constituting a firm. However, if they present themselves to the public in a way suggesting that they are a firm or conduct themselves as a firm, they should be regarded as a firm for the purposes of the Rules. The terms of any formal agreement between associated lawyers are relevant in determining whether they are a firm, as is the fact that they have mutual access to information concerning the clients they serve. Furthermore, it is relevant in doubtful cases to consider the underlying purpose of the Rule that is involved. A group of lawyers could be regarded as a firm for purposes of the Rule that the same lawyer should not represent opposing parties in litigation, while it might not be so regarded for purposes of the Rule that information acquired by one lawyer is attributed to the other.” Adds subparagraphs: [1a] With respect to the law department of an organization, there is ordinarily no question that the members of the department constitute a firm within the meaning of the Rules of Professional Conduct. However, there can be uncertainty as to the identity of the client. For example, it may not be clear whether the law department of a corporation represents a subsidiary or an affiliated corporation, as well as the corporation by which the members of the department are directly employed. A similar question can arise concerning an unincorporated association and its local affiliates. [1b] Similar questions can also arise with respect to lawyers in legal aid. Lawyers employed in the same unit of a legal service organization constitute a firm, but not necessarily those employed in separate units. As in the case of independent practitioners, whether the lawyers should be treated as associated with each other can depend on the particular rule that is involved, and on the specific facts of the situation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[1c] is similar to MR [11]; replaces “imputation” with “situation;” deletes “not this Rule;” deletes “Under Rule 1.11(d);” deletes “served clients…disqualified lawyer” and replaces with:

“served private clients, the situation is governed by Rule 1.11(d)(1).
The individual lawyer involved is bound by the Rules generally, including Rules 1.6, 1.7 and 1.9.”

Adds subparagraph [1d]:

“Different provisions are thus made for movement of a lawyer from one private firm to another and for movement of a lawyer between a private firm and the government. The government is entitled to protection of its client confidences and, therefore, to the protections provided in Rules 1.6, 1.9 and 1.11. However, if the more extensive disqualification in Rule 1.10 were applied to former government lawyers, the potential effect on the government would be unduly burdensome. The government deals with all private citizens and organizations and, thus, has a much wider circle of adverse legal interests than does any private law firm. In these circumstances, the government’s recruitment of lawyers would be seriously impaired if Rule 1.10 were applied to the government. On balance, therefore, the government is better served in the long run by the protections stated in Rule 1.11.”

[2] is identical to MR [2], but refers to paragraph (a) instead of (a)(1) and deletes reference to Rule 1.10(a)(2)


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WA Amendment Effective April 14, 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a): adds “Except as provided in paragraph (e)” to beginning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adds (e) When a lawyer becomes associated with a firm, no other lawyer in the firm shall knowingly represent a person in a matter in which that lawyer is disqualified under Rule 1.9 unless:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) the personally disqualified lawyer is screened by effective means from participation in the matter and is apportioned no part of the fee therefrom;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) the former client of the personally disqualified lawyer receives notice of the conflict and the screening mechanism used to prohibit dissemination of information relating to the former representation;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) the firm is able to demonstrate by convincing evidence that no material information relating to the former representation was transmitted by the personally disqualified lawyer before implementation of the screening mechanism and notice to the former client.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any presumption that information protected by Rules 1.6 and 1.9(c) has been or will be transmitted may be rebutted if the personally disqualified lawyer serves on his or her former law firm and former client an affidavit attesting that the personally disqualified lawyer will not participate in the matter and will not discuss the matter or the representation with any other lawyer or employee of his or her current law firm, and attesting that during the period of the lawyer’s personal disqualification those lawyers or employees who do participate in the matter will be apprised that the personally disqualified lawyer is screened from participating in or discussing the matter. Such affidavit shall describe the procedures being used effectively to screen the personally disqualified lawyer.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Upon request of the former client, such affidavit shall be updated periodically to show actual compliance with the screening procedures. The law firm, the personally disqualified lawyer, or the former client may seek judicial review in a court of general jurisdiction of the screening mechanism used, or may seek court supervision to ensure that implementation of the screening procedures has occurred and that effective actual compliance has been achieved.

Adds (f): When LLLTs and lawyers are associated in a firm, an LLLT’s conflict of interest under LLLT RPC 1.7 or LLLT RPC 1.9 is imputed to lawyers in the firm in the same way as conflicts are imputed to lawyers under this Rule. Each of the other provisions of this Rule also applies in the same way when LLLT conflicts are imputed to lawyers in the firm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WV</th>
<th>*Amendment effective 1/1/2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>Effective 7/1/07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a) is identical to MR (a)&amp;(a)1; deletes MR (a)(2) in full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b)-(d) is identical to MR (b)-(d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>Title changed to “Imputed disqualification: General Rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a)(2) is equivalent to MR, but with different wording: “the prohibition arises under SCR 20:1.9, and”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adds as new (i):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“the personally disqualified lawyer performed no more than minor and isolated services in the disqualifying representation and did so only at a firm with which the lawyer is no longer associated;”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WI Rules (ii) is identical to MR (i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WI Rules (iii) is comparable to MR (ii), but deletes everything after “the provisions of this rule”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WI Rules does not adopt MR (iii)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>Comments:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Does not adopt [7] through [10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>*Amendment effective 10/6/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b)(2): cross-reference is to 1.9(b)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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